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Abstract
Individuals perceive their own group to be more typical of a shared superordinate identity than other groups are. This in-group
projection process has been demonstrated with both self-report and indirect measures. The two studies reported here extend
this research to the visual level, specifically, within the domain of faces. Using an innovative reverse-correlation approach, we
found that German and Portuguese participants’ visual representations of European faces resembled the appearance typical for
their own national identity. This effect was found even among participants who explicitly denied that one nation was more typical
of Europe than the other (Study 1). Moreover, Study 2 provides experimental evidence that in-group projection is restricted
to inclusive superordinate groups, as the effect was not observed for visual representations of a category (“Australian”) that
did not include participants’ in-group. Implications for the in-group projection model, as well as for the applicability of reversecorrelation paradigms, are discussed.
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Who looks more European, a dark-eyed Spaniard resembling
Rafael Nadal or a pale, blonde, and freckled person resembling Boris Becker? Opinions may differ because people
may have different mental representations of what typical
Europeans look like. Building on the in-group projection
model (Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999), we argue that the
answer to this kind of question depends on the respondent’s
subgroup identity within the larger superordinate category. For
example, White Americans might hold an internal representation of typical Americans that looks more like Bill Clinton
than like Barack Obama, but the opposite may be true for African Americans. In the two studies reported in this article, we
tested this idea in a cross-cultural setting (German vs. Portuguese) by employing a novel method that allowed us to create
visualizations of individual participants’ mental templates
(reverse correlation; Mangini & Biederman, 2004).
According to the in-group projection model, individuals are
motivated to judge members typical of their own subcategory as
the most typical exemplars of the superordinate category. Previous research has found that individuals report greater similarity
between the in-group and a superordinate category than between
the out-group and the same superordinate category on a set of
(self-generated) attributes (e.g., Waldzus, Mummendey, Wenzel,
& Boettcher, 2004; Wenzel, Mummendey, Weber, & Waldzus,

2003), on Likert scales directly assessing typicality (Waldzus,
Mummendey, Wenzel, & Weber, 2003), and on a scale representing subordinate and superordinate groups using overlapping
circles (Waldzus & Mummendey, 2004). Recent research suggests that in-group projection can be detected not only at the
level of declarative reasoning, using direct and explicit measures,
but also on an automatic level, using indirect measures. For
instance, in a lexical decision task, German and Italian participants who were primed with the concept “European” were faster
to correctly identify trait words typical for their nationality than
to identify trait words typical for the other nationality (Bianchi,
Mummendey, Steffens, & Yzerbyt, 2010).
However, outside the laboratory, when people encounter
one another, they see faces instead of group labels or trait
words (a point argued more generally by Brewer, 1988;
Macrae & Quadflieg, 2010; and McArthur & Baron, 1983).
Humans infer social categories (e.g., sex or race) from visual
appearance and are likely to have some sort of mental representations of typical members of those social categories. We
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propose that if in-group projection indeed takes place in ecologically valid domains, the subjective visual appearance of
typical superordinate-group members is also likely biased by
the observer’s subgroup identity. For instance, Germans
should hold a visual representation of Europeans that looks
more German than Portuguese, and Portuguese should hold a
visual representation of Europeans that looks more Portuguese
than German.
To test this hypothesis, we used a reverse-correlation image
classification task (Dotsch, Wigboldus, Langner, & van Knippenberg, 2008; Mangini & Biederman, 2004), which enabled us
to estimate individuals’ visual representations of specific categories. On each trial, participants indicated which of two faces
was more typical for a category. Each face consisted of the same
base face distorted with random noise (with different noise
applied in each trial). Averaging all selected noisy stimuli across
a large number of trials yielded a classification image, a visual
approximation of the participant’s mental representation for the
target category (for technical details, see Mangini & Biederman,
2004). With this technique, it is possible to uncover biases in the
visual representation of typical faces for social categories. For
instance, Dotsch et al. (2008) found that Dutch participants’
visual representation of typical Moroccan faces looked more
criminal and less trustworthy the higher participants’ level of
implicit prejudice toward Moroccans.
Taking a parallel approach, we asked German and Portuguese participants to perform a reverse-correlation image classification task in which they chose the more European-looking
image from two alternatives in each trial. We then calculated
European classification images for the German and Portuguese participants separately, by averaging the noisy images
each group selected as more European looking. On the basis of
our in-group projection hypothesis, we expected the European
image to look more German for the German sample than for
the Portuguese sample, and to look more Portuguese for the
Portuguese sample than for the German sample. Study 2 tested
whether such projection is restricted to inclusive superordinate
categories, a necessary condition derived from the in-group
projection model.

perception. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 56 years
(M = 24.03, SD = 6.38), and mean age did not differ between
the two samples (F < 1).
Participants were asked to complete a forced-choice
reverse-correlation image classification task. In each of 770
trials, they chose the more European-looking face from two
stimulus faces presented side by side. All stimuli consisted of
the same base face with random noise superimposed (Figs. 1a
and 1b; see Dotsch et al., 2008, for details). Within a single
trial, one stimulus consisted of the base face with a randomnoise pattern added, and the other consisted of the base face
with the same pattern subtracted. The base face was a 50%
morph of two aggregated faces of male individuals, one created from photographs taken in Cologne and the other created
from photographs taken in Lisbon (Mike, 2003). By averaging
all stimulus faces participants from each sample had chosen as
more European, we obtained a group-wise classification image
for that sample’s nation.
Subsequently, participants completed a measure of explicit
in-group projection, rating each nation separately for its typicality of the superordinate category “European.” Ratings were
made on a visual analogue scale in which the nation in question was represented by a circle containing that nation’s flag
and Europe was represented by a circle containing the European Union flag. The scale ranged from 1 (both circles at
opposite ends of a line) to 7 (the nation circle fully included in
the European circle; Schubert & Otten, 2002). This measure of
explicit in-group projection was included so that we could
explore whether the hypothesized visual in-group projection
would be moderated by explicit in-group projection.
Image rating. To quantify the typicality of the resulting averaged nation-based classification images, we asked independent raters from Germany (n = 174; 109 women, 65 men) and
Portugal (n = 63; 40 women, 23 men) to rate these images on
a scale from 1 (typically Portuguese) to 9 (typically German).
The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were .99 for the
German raters and .94 for the Portuguese raters.

Results

Study 1
Method
Study 1 consisted of two parts: image construction and image
rating. In the image-construction phase, German and Portuguese students performed a forced-choice reverse-correlation
image classification task that allowed us to create visualizations of their mental representation of typical European faces.
In the image-rating phase, independent participants rated the
resulting faces on German and Portuguese typicality.
Image construction. Students from the University of Bonn
(27 women, 26 men) and Lisbon University Institute (23
women, 27 men) were recruited on campus for a study on face

Explicit in-group projection. To test whether there was any
in-group projection on the explicit level, we subjected the
average scores on the visual analogue scale to a 2 (target
nation: Germany vs. Portugal) × 2 (sample nation: Germany
vs. Portugal) mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA). On
average, Germany was rated as more typical of Europe than
Portugal was, F(1, 101) = 15.43, p < .001, η2 = .13. However
this main effect was qualified by an interaction, F(1, 101) =
7.76, p < .03, η2 = .05, indicative of in-group projection.
Whereas German participants rated Germany as more typical
of Europe than Portugal is, t(52) = 5.18, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
0.71, Portuguese participants’ ratings of the two nations did
not differ, t(49) = 1.02, p = .32, Cohen’s d = 0.14. Thus, on
an explicit level, we found support for relative in-group
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a

Base Image

b

Base Image – Noise

Base Image + Noise

Classification Image for
German Sample

Classification Image for
Portuguese Sample

German Raters: M = 6.70,
SD = 1.41

German Raters: M = 4.60,
SD = 1.64

Portuguese Raters: M = 5.29,
SD = 1.90

Portuguese Raters: M = 3.65,
SD = 1.58

c

Difference Between German and Portuguese Samples’ Classification Images:
Cohen’s d = 0.99 for German Raters and 0.69 for Portuguese Raters
Fig. 1. Illustration of the stimuli used in the image classification task and results from Study 1. In both
Study 1 and Study 2, the same base image (a) was used to create all stimuli for the image classification
task; on a given trial, one stimulus consisted of the base face with a random-noise pattern added,
and the other consisted of the base face with the same pattern subtracted (b). The images in (c) are
the averaged European classification images for German and Portuguese participants in the imageconstruction phase of Study 1. The statistics indicate German and Portuguese raters’ mean typicality
ratings of these images, on a scale from 1 (typically Portuguese) to 9 (typically German), and the effect
sizes of the difference between the German and Portuguese classification images.

projection, which is a common result for groups of differing
status (for a discussion, see Wenzel, Mummendey, & Waldzus,
2007).

Visual in-group projection. Participants’ responses in the
reverse-correlation task were used to create classification
images for the two samples after we discarded trials in which
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participants responded in less than 300 ms (6.2% of the trials).
By averaging all stimulus faces participants from each sample
had chosen as more European, we obtained a group-wise classification image for that sample nation (see Fig. 1c; for the
details of the procedure, see Dotsch et al., 2008). As described
earlier, independent raters judged these images on their typicality. The classification image resulting from the German
sample’s choices was judged as more typically German than
the classification image resulting from the Portuguese sample’s choices, both by German raters, t(173) = 13.03, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 0.99, and by Portuguese raters, t(62) = 5.43, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = 0.69 (Fig. 1c). The averaged typicality
scores were significantly different from the midpoint of the
scale; the European image derived from the German sample
was judged German, t(236) = 12.20, p < .001, and the European image derived from the Portuguese sample was judged
Portuguese, t(236) = 6.01, p < .001.
Next, we looked at the relation between the reversecorrelation task and explicit in-group projection. Because of
error variance, classification images of individual participants
are commonly noisier than classification images averaged over
larger groups of participants; therefore, we aggregated results
from the image classification task across groups created on the
basis of the explicit in-group projection measure. Specifically,
we split each national sample into three groups: participants
who judged the in-group as the group more typical of Europe
(nGerman sample = 30, nPortuguese sample = 11), those who judged the
two nations to be equally typical of Europe (nGerman sample = 20,

Classification-Image Typicality

Typically
German

Typically
Portuguese

7

nPortuguese sample = 24), and those who judged the out-group as the
group more typical of Europe (nGerman sample = 3, nPortuguese sample =
15). For each of these six groups, we generated a classification
image, a visualization of what, on average, that group believed
typical European faces look like. The same independent raters
who judged the two classification images in our first analysis
rated the prototypicality of these six images as well.
For reasons of parsimony, the ratings of the German and
Portuguese raters were collapsed and then subjected to a 2
(sample nation: Germany vs. Portugal) × 3 (explicit in-group
projection: out-group more typical vs. groups equally typical
vs. in-group more typical) mixed-model ANOVA. (Separate
analyses for German and Portuguese raters revealed significant effects in the same direction as reported here in both samples. Complete analyses are available on request.) This
ANOVA yielded a main effect of sample nation, F(1, 236) =
376.62, p < .001, η2 = .62, as well as a significant interaction,
indicating that the effect of sample nation was contingent on
explicit in-group projection, F(2, 235) = 106.27, p < .001, η2 =
.48. The means (Fig. 2) showed a visual in-group projection
effect for those participants who explicitly judged their own
nation to be more typical or the two nations to be equally typical of Europe. For those who judged the out-group to be more
typical, sample nation had no effect on typicality ratings,
t(236) = 1.76, p > .05.
Intriguingly, an inspection of the means suggested that the
visual in-group projection effect was strongest among those
participants who explicitly denied seeing either of the two

Portuguese Sample

German Sample

6
5
4
3
2
1
Out-Group
More Typical

Two Groups
Equally Typical

In-Group
More Typical

Explicit Ratings of Typicality
Fig. 2. Results from Study 1: mean typicality ratings (scale from 1, typically Portuguese, to 9, typically
German) of European classification images generated for German and Portuguese participants as a function
of their explicit ratings of the two nations’ typicality (in-group more typical of Europe vs. two groups
equally typical vs. out-group more typical). Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
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nations as more typical of Europe. An additional 2 (sample
nation: Germany vs. Portugal) × 2 (explicit in-group projection: groups equally typical vs. in-group more typical) ANOVA
supported this impression, revealing a significant interaction
of sample nation and explicit in-group projection, F(1, 236) =
14.85, p < .001, η2 = .06. Thus, the reverse-correlation image
classification task revealed in-group projection even when
participants’ self-report did not.
As the base image was always male, we wondered whether
participants’ gender moderated the effect. The logic of the ingroup projection model suggests that for both male and female
participants, the mental representation of the typical male
European should be biased in the direction of the in-group’s
national male prototype. We tested this prediction by generating separate classification images for German and Portuguese
male and female participants. Forty-eight raters (25 German,
23 Portuguese; 37 women, 11 men; mean age = 25.49 years,
SD = 7.40) judged the typicality of these four images on the
same scale used previously (i.e., scale from 1, typically Portuguese, to 9, typically German). The ICC across all raters was
.98, and ratings of the two groups were combined (separate
analyses for German and Portuguese raters revealed significant effects in the same direction as reported here; complete
analyses are available on request). The German women’s classification image (M = 6.21, SD = 1.74) looked more German
than the Portuguese women’s classification image did (M =
3.08, SD = 1.54), t(47) = 8.37, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.90. Likewise, the German men’s classification image looked more
German (M = 5.96, SD = 1.85) than the Portuguese men’s classification image did (M = 4.33, SD = 1.83), t(47) = 4.79, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = 0.88. Somewhat surprisingly, women
showed more projection than men, as indicated by a significant interaction term in a 2 (sample nation) × 2 (participant’s
gender) ANOVA, F(1, 47) = 12.03, p < .005, η2 = .20.

noisy images), participants simply chose the exemplar that
seemed more familiar to them on each trial, irrespective of the
superordinate category they were asked about. We therefore
conducted a second study to test whether visual projection is
restricted to an inclusive superordinate category. Moreover, it
may be argued that our rating scale in Study 1 was problematic
because it treated German and Portuguese typicality as opposite ends of a continuum. The fact that typicality for the nations
was inherently negatively correlated might have led raters
to adopt a corresponding mind-set in which low typicality
for Germans was necessarily confounded with high typicality
for Portuguese. Therefore, we had raters in Study 2 judge
typicality of the classification images for Germans and for
Portuguese separately.

Study 2
To test whether the visual projection observed in Study 1 is
restricted to superordinate in-groups, we asked a new sample
of German and Portuguese participants to perform the same
reverse-correlation image classification task as in Study 1
except that the instructions were varied. Whereas half of the
participants in each country were instructed to choose the
more European-looking face in each trial (European condition), as in Study 1, the other half chose the more Australianlooking face (Australian condition). Australian was chosen
as the second category because it is on the same level as
European (i.e., it refers to a continent) but is not inclusive of
the participants’ subordinate categories (i.e., German and
Portuguese). On the basis of the in-group projection account,
we expected that the classification images would reflect participants’ nationality in the European condition but not in the
Australian condition.

Method

Discussion
German and Portuguese participants’ ratings of which
faces were more typical of a shared superordinate category
(“European”) generated classification images that were judged
as more typical of participants’ respective subgroup’s identity
than of the other group’s subordinate identity (e.g., the
German participants’ classification image was judged as more
German than Portuguese). Thus, the process of in-group projection is not restricted to explicit ratings of typicality, but
extends to representations of what typical superordinate-group
members look like. Germans’ mental template of the typical
European looks more German than the mental templates of
other Europeans (e.g., Portuguese) do. We observed this effect
in women despite the fact that the faces presented in the classification task were always male.
However, Study 1 does not provide any evidence that the
projection process is specific to a subordinate category and an
inclusive superordinate category. It is conceivable that when
confronted with a highly ambiguous task (the classification of

Image construction. A sample of 23 native German students
(22 women, 1 man; mean age = 25.57 years, SD = 9.68) and 30
native Portuguese students (23 women, 7 men; mean age =
19.93 years, SD = 1.61) participated in this phase of the study.
Participants completed the same reverse-correlation image classification task as in Study 1, but were randomly assigned to one
of two experimental conditions that differed only with regard to
the classification instruction. In the European condition, participants were instructed to choose the more European-looking
face, whereas in the Australian condition, they were instructed
to choose the more Australian-looking face.
Image rating. Using the same procedure as in Study 1, we
created four aggregated classification images, one for each
of the cells in the 2 (classification instruction: European vs.
Australian) × 2 (sample nation: Germany vs. Portugal) design.
German (n = 70; 49 women, 21 men) and Portuguese (n = 67;
45 women, 22 men) rated these images regarding their typicality for Germans and their typicality for Portuguese, on scales
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from 1 (not typical at all) to 7 (very typical). The ICCs were
.95 for the German raters and .89 for the Portuguese raters.
The ratings of the two samples were collapsed (separate analyses for German and Portuguese raters revealed significant
effects in the same direction as reported here; complete analyses are available on request).

Results
We calculated each classification image’s relative typicality
by subtracting the Portuguese-typicality score from the
German-typicality score. Thus, positive scores indicated that
the image was rated as more typical for Germans than for Portuguese, whereas negative scores indicated greater typicality
for Portuguese than for Germans. These relative typicality
scores were subjected to a 2 (classification instruction: European vs. Australian) × 2 (sample nation: Germany vs. Portugal) mixed-model ANOVA.
The results revealed a main effect of sample nation, F(1,
136) = 39.16, p < .001, η2 = 22; the images generated by the
German sample were rated as more German (M = 1.36, SD =
1.79) than the images generated by the Portuguese sample
(M = –0.12, SD = 1.97). This main effect was qualified by an

interaction with classification instruction, F(1, 136) = 78.58,
p < .001, η2 = 37. An inspection of the means (Fig. 3) and
Bonferroni-adjusted simple tests (α = .008) revealed that the
European classification image generated by the German sample was judged as more typical for Germans than any other
classification image was, ps < .001. Similarly, the European
classification image generated by the Portuguese sample was
judged as more typical for Portuguese than any other image
was, ps < .001. Both difference scores were significantly different from zero, which corroborated that the German European classification image looked more German than
Portuguese, t(136) = 10.00, p < .001, and the Portuguese European classification image looked more Portuguese than German, t(136) = 6.55, p < .001.
The Australian classification images did not reflect any ingroup projection. The classification images generated by the
German sample and those generated by the Portuguese sample
did not differ significantly in their relative typicality scores,
t(136) = 2.24, p = .02, and in fact showed a trend opposite the
direction of the pattern for the European classification images:
The Australian classification image generated by Germans did
not look more typical for one nation than for the other, as the
difference score was exactly zero. The Australian classification

Sample Nation
Germany

Portugal

M = 2.12, SD = 2.49

M = –1.43, SD = 2.56

M = 0.00, SD = 2.60

M = 0.81, SD = 3.10

Typical
European

Classification
Instruction

Typical
Australian

Fig. 3. Results from Study 2. The images are the classification images for German and Portuguese participants
who were instructed to select the more European-looking face in each trial (top row) and who were instructed to
select the more Australian-looking face in each trial (bottom row). For each image, the mean difference between
its rated typicality for Germans and its rated typicality for Portuguese (N = 137 raters) is shown. Positive numbers
indicate greater typicality for Germans, and negative numbers indicate greater typicality for Portuguese.
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image generated by the Portuguese sample looked more German than Portuguese, as the difference score was significantly
greater than zero, t(136) = 3.06, p < .005.

Discussion
The results from Study 2 replicated the findings of Study 1.
The mental template of typical European faces was contingent
on subgroup identity. Whereas German participants’ European
classification image appeared more German than Portuguese,
the opposite was found for Portuguese participants’ European
classification image. This effect was obtained only for the
visual template of the superordinate category “European.” The
classification images for the noninclusive category “Australian” showed no projection effect. Any difference between
German and Portuguese participants’ Australian classification
images was in the reverse direction. These results support our
interpretation that our studies specifically tapped into in-group
projection, and that participants did not simply pick the more
familiar images in the classification task. The fact that the projection effect for a male face was replicated in a convenience
sample with virtually no male participants corroborates our
finding from Study 1 that female participants, and not only
male participants, showed projection to a male face.

General Discussion
Across two studies, our data support the idea that individuals’
construal of the typical face of the inclusive superordinate category “European” is biased toward their own subgroup’s typical
appearance (German vs. Portuguese). Note that in the reversecorrelation image classification task, a participant’s nationality
was never mentioned. Participants could have used any facial
cues for the European classification. However, participants
spontaneously used facial cues associated with their in-group.
The fact that participants did not use these facial cues when they
were instructed to perform the same task for a noninclusive category (“Australian”) implies that the effect is restricted to representations of the individual’s inclusive superordinate category.
The visual projection effects consistently observed in these
two studies indicate that spontaneous in-group projection
occurs at the visual level. Previous research convincingly
showed in-group projection in contexts in which comparative
mind-sets were triggered by explicit ratings of typicality or a
categorization task, such as an Implicit Association Test (IAT).
In the present study, participants were merely instructed to
choose the exemplars that were more representative of the
superordinate category, without any comparison being implied.
We found a conditional relation between visual in-group
projection and explicit in-group projection. The subgroups
that claimed greater typicality of their own nation than of the
other nation produced classification images that were rated as
resembling their own nation more than the other nation,
whereas the subgroups that rated the other nation as more

typical than their own did not differ in their visual templates of
Europeans. However, our results go beyond the explicit level:
Not only was the cross-cultural projection effect observable
among participants who explicitly judged neither of the two
nations as more typical than the other, but this effect was actually largest among this explicitly neutral group. Although we
cannot rule out entirely the possibility that this discrepancy
between explicit claim and spontaneous visual categorization
was due to low sensitivity of the explicit scale, another explanation may be the contamination of explicit measures with
strategic self-representation strategies. Participants may have
been motivated to deny differential typicality of the two
nations in order to appear unbiased. The strong effects found
in the reverse-correlation task may thus indicate that previous
research has underestimated the pervasiveness of projection
processes.
However, the finding that individuals who were explicitly
neutral had a visual template of the superordinate category that
was biased toward their own nationality may also indicate that
there are distinct processes for visual and explicit in-group
projection. Whereas explicit in-group projection may be motivated by self- and group enhancement, visual projection may
derive from even more basic processes. As superordinate categories are commonly highly abstract, reliance on the visual
template of one’s own subgroup may be an efficient way of
construing the superordinate category, serving as a heuristic to
make sense of that category (Machunsky & Meiser, 2009).
Future research combining visual in-group projection and
more indirect measures of in-group projection such as an IAT
(e.g., Devos & Banaji, 2005) could be useful for exploring
whether visual in-group projection is based on motivated,
albeit implicit, processes (and thus relatively immune to selfrepresentation concerns) or on basic heuristic processes for
construing abstract categories efficiently.
We reasoned that participants projected a visual appearance
prototypical of their in-group onto the superordinate category.
However, our findings may also be consistent with the idea
that participants simply projected their own visual appearance
onto the larger group, thus engaging in a process of social projection (Mullen et al., 1985; Robbins & Krueger, 2005). Our
data do not rule out this alternative explanation. It could be
that the reference point for participants’ judgments was the
self and not the in-group. However, one experimental detail
may be slightly more compatible with in-group than with
social projection. We always used a male base image, which
made it easier for men than for women to project their own
personal appearance onto the face, but we observed large projection effects among female participants as well.
The fact that the projection effect was observed only for the
inclusive superordinate category of Europeans in Study 2 is
compatible with both accounts, as social projection is also commonly larger for in-groups than for out-groups. However, in
contrast to what has been found for social projection, (Robbins
& Krueger, 2005), we found no traces of any projection to the
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out-group. Future research will have to test specifically whether
visual in-group projection goes beyond social projection, as has
recently been shown for explicit in-group projection (Bianchi,
Machunsky, Steffens, & Mummendey, 2009).
In addition to demonstrating visual in-group projection in
faces, our studies speak to the potential of the increasingly popular reverse-correlation method. Although, in principle, it has
been shown that reverse-correlation paradigms can capture
dimensions beyond valence (e.g., Mangini & Biederman, 2004;
Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), previous reverse-correlation
research on intergroup biases (e.g., Dotsch et al., 2008) has
capitalized on facial features that were highly correlated with
valence (criminality, trustworthiness). In contrast, we used a
category that was equally positively valued by the two national
samples, so that any valence-driven differences between the
samples were unlikely. Thus, reverse-correlation image classification paradigms seem to be able to tap into rather subtle
nonevaluative differences in individuals’ category templates.
What kind of image comes to mind when one thinks of the
typical representative of a nonhomogeneous category, such as
the multinational European community? Our research suggests that whether this mental image resembles Rafael Nadal
or Boris Becker may depend strongly on one’s own subgroup
identity.
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